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Coastal expands the At a
By Trisha Robson
staff writers

It is not a little known fact that
Coastal is growing and expanding
faster than most of us can keep up
with it. The boom in entering freshman and the popularity of the new
football team are keeping the hierarchy of thi univer ity on their toes.
This mean more land. more buildings and.more resource .
This proce s ha already started
with the work aero. Hwy. 501 at
the Atlantic Center. and in North
Myrtle Beach on Waite I land.
Paul Ga. e . Dire tor of the
Center for Marine and Wetland
Studie ,i very e cited about th
renovation. He hope that the
rebuilding at the Atlantic Center
will be done by the. cheduled date
which is ometime next month. The
long proce . which ha been going
on for the past few year, has
included an 18,000 . quare-foot
warehouse that holds lab and
rooms in which to build marine cience equipment.
Currently, more than just cience classe utilize the space. The

Spirit of the Chanticleer Marching
Band holds practice and tore
equipment at the Atlantic Center.
There i also an art studio which
CCU students are more than wel-

tically talking about what i in the
works right now.
Coastal has al 0 acquired property on Waite I land. Burrough
and Chapin Company, Inc. ha e

way . ceu added a rna lers degre
in marin and wetland tudle, and
thi center will further
tuden
knowledge in their cho n path.
Al 0
will lin CCU to e -

come to use. When a ked about the
po ibility of more building and a
walkway acro the bu y highway
being built, Gaye politely decline
an answer, and continue enthu ias-

truction of a marine cience facility. The Burrough and Chapin
Center for Marine and Wetland
Studie will help in a variety of

ountI) and
pro ide re earch for Joint pro 'ect
\\ ith companie uch a the United
tate Geological urvey and th
South Carolina Department of

tm

- e Smarthinking provides on -ne tut ra
This fall. Coa tal Carolina Univer ity has
begun a partnership with Smarthinking, an
online tutorial service that aim to a ist student in various areas of study. The 24-hour
service is available to all student of the university, and unlike other tutorial website . features help from actual teacher and profe or.
Student can receive a . i tance in a variety of
subjects. ranging from writing to chemi try.
and can even enter a chat room and receive

News
pageA5

live help from a tutor.
Dr. Pete Barr. Pro ost at
Coastal Carolina, i a leading proponent of the uni' ersity's u e of the program.
"Smarthinking give an opportumty to
conduct real-time di cus ions between tutor
and tudent ., aid Barr. "You can ubmit a
paper and within 24 hours the tutor will end
back the paper with their re pon e and ug-

-...

ge tion on your writin
Coa tal ha made a
large inve ment in the JVice. purchasing ten hour of
tutoring for e ery tudent. While no amount
of help can completely ubstitute for inten 1
tudying. Barr noted. "It' ju t one more
re ouree. tudent an u e to further th IT 1 aming.
Profe or on campu ar al 0 catchmg

quavvk!
page B16
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kind of feedback
they gave students,"
said
coni. from p. A1
Schwartz
When asked
of her opinion of the service so far, Schwartz replied, "B'y in
large the feedback has been good so far."
Schwartz was quick to note, ~owever, the importance of students not merely relying on the help provided by Smarthinking.
"You must decide if what the e-tutor is telling you is good or
not," said Schwartz. "You can't blindly follow their advice. If
you think the e-tutor is giving incorrect advice, you should check
with your professor."
However, the subjects on Smarthinking include several other
subjects besides English. Accounting, economics, statistics and
chemistry are also available for live help throughout the week
from 4 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday through Thursday, and 12 p.m. to
6 p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
Live math help is available 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, encompassing areas such as algebra, geometry, trigonometry and Calculus I. and II. Students interested in receiving
assistance in the e subjects can do so by visiting smarthinking.com. Once there, enter the username "coastalfal103" and the
password "bettergrades". From that point, students create their
own user ID and password to access all areas on the site.

TUTORIAL.
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•
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-Plan now for '04-'05 Financial"Aid
By Office of Financial Aid
for The Chanticleer

It is already time to begin planning for your
2004-2005 Financial Aid.
Here
are some
reminders that will help your Financial Aid awarding to be more timely and smooth:
1. When you do your taxes for 2003, do your
FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student
Aid) immediately. Do not wait. Doing your
FAFSA early will enable you to be considered for
Students are
the best Financial Aid package.
encouraged to do their FAFSA online since this
method is quicker and often more accurate. We
will have the 2004-2005 FAFSA online brochures
and paper applications in our office after January
1, 2004.
2. Check your CCU email addres frequently.
Several offices are now sending information to
students including the Registrar's Office, the
Bursar's Office and the Financial Aid Office. Our
office send emails regarding your awards, documents needed, Entrance Loan Counseling, and
various other Financial Aid items. If you are not
checking your CCU email, you are missing critical and important information. All Coastal stu-

dents should have been assigned and email
address. If you do not have an address, please
contact Student Computing at 349-2908 as soon
as possible. Students can also view their Financial
Aid awards on Web Advisor.
3. For the 2004-2005 academic· year, all new
and continuing Coastal scholarship recipients will
be required to complete the FAFSA to determine
an accurate cost of attendance.
4. Effective October 1, 2002, all freshmen
borrowing for the fir t time will be subject to a
30-day delayed disbursement on their ioans. Al 0,
one-term loans will require multiple di bursements: the first at the beginning of the term, and
the second disbursement after the midpoint of the
term.
If you have any questions about any of this
information please contact our office at 349-2313
or check out our website at www.coastal.edu. Just
click on the Financial Aid/Scholarships link.

A Celebration of Inquiry

ccu

PECIALS

By Amanda Silva
for The Chanticleer

(Free Delivery)

1 Medium 1 Topping Pizza
1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
1 EXtra Large 1 Topping Pizza
3 Medium 1 Topping Pizzas
New! Fresh Garden Salads

$5 .. 99

$6 .. 99
$9.99
S13.99
$3.99

Buy an Ofder of Buffalo Wings or Chicken
Kickers Plus Breadstix or Cinnastix for 51.99

Add an Order of Breadstix, Cinnastix or
Cheesy Bread to any Pizza Order for $2.99

47- 6 2
Try Our Late ight Delivery Special
(Good from 10PM until Close)
Buy a Large 1 Topping Pizza" an Order of

Breadstix, Cinnastix, or cheesybread for Only

$9.99

I am back with some more information for you
on "Celebration of Inquiry" which will be taking place Feb.
11-13, 2003. This issue I am going to di cuss the subthemes for this year's conference. I will also give you information about how you
as a student can get involved to make this event a great success.
There are six ub-themes that are a part of this year's conference. Thev are community. technology. discovery, polity, planet earth and beaut)~ All of the e ub
themes fit into majors offered at Coastal: social science, echnolog)~ natural cience , education, humanities, arts and business. We hope that tudents will plan
a session that is related to their major or area of knowledge and is geared toward
these themes.
Community involves bodies and self, youth and age, love and hate and ex and
gender. How do all of these tie together or how does focusing on this make the
world a better place? Technology looks at bio-technology, privacy and security, simulated, virtual or real, as well as communication. It involves the growth that it is
making and where it will be in a few year. Discovery looks at knowledge and paradigm shifts, e>"'"ploration, spirituality and existence, and modernities/po t-modemties. Polity involves utopia/dystopia, thinking and learning, economic (dis)order,
human system, revolutions or evolutions. Planet Earth looks at citizenship and
identity, globalization, health and disease, and environment. Beauty looks at media
images, spectacle and performance, language and beauty, and truth and beauty.
The Celebration of Inquiry is looking for students to be presenter at the conference. We also need 200 students to take part in this conference in other wav .
We need students to: introduce speaker, serve on ubcommittee, contact the alu~
nae of all organizations you are involved with, assist with logistic prior to conference, serve as runners during the confere~~e, stuff programs with the evaluation
forms and assist in mail outs. We encourage all of you to get involved. It is a wonderful cause. If you are interested in presenting you can fill out a proposal form.
The deadline for the proposal form is Nov. 3. Also, if you want to help out in any
way. contact Pat Singleton-Young in the Multicultural Student Services office at

349-2863.
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l. 9/27/03 Incident Type: Larceny of
Play tation n
An officer re ponded to University Place in
reference to a Play Station II that was taken
from the entertainment area of the Olub House.
The Play Station II two controllers and a '03
Madden video game Wti"e taken between 9 p.m.
Sept. 26 and 1 p.m. Sept. 27. The complainant
tated that the front door was secured and there
were no sign of forced entry.
2. 9/29/03 Incident Type: Theft of Boo

from Vehicle
A tudent parked hi ehicle and went to
clas at approximately 12:30 p.m.· when he
returned to hi car at approximately I :20 p.m.
he noticed that three book were mi ing from
hi book bag. The victim tated that the following books were taken: a Spanish 130 text a
Health Education 235 text and a Physical
Education text. The ictim aI 0 tated that he
did not secure the vehicle and the top was down
on the vehicle.
3. 9/27/03 Incident Type: Larceny of

Hurdles
It was reported to police that two white
males one driving a grey Chevy S-10 pickup
truck and one driving a blue Jeep Liberty SUV,
took hurdle from the track field. A wible to
the event Staled the theft could have been related to a fraternity initiation. The witnes gave
th~ name of one alleged uspect who was found
in Santee Hall. The alleged suspect said he had
no knnwledge of the event and stated that hi
first name was different from what the witne s
had said. Three hurdles and four bars were
taken totaling $360.
4. 9/30/03 locident Type: Larceny
At approximately 2 p.m. an employee of
ecu reported to police that the boat hitch to a

truc was stolen
on Sept. 24. Thi
employee al 0
a
wheel barrel was tolen on Sept. 6.
boat hitch i
alued at 15 and the wheel barr I
at 60.
s. 10/05/03 Incident Type: Larcen
A University Place re ident 1'1 ported to
police that while he and two of hi
mmat
were out of town from Oct. to Oct. 5
meone had tolen th nineteen inch televi Ion that
had been located in the living room. Th re
were no sign of forced entry. The televi i n i
alued at $80.
6. 10/06103 Incident Type: bopliftin
A person in the Uni e ity boo
t r
noticed a man hoplifting boo . At thi time
the uspect ran from the tore into the parking
lot. The witne
notified police and the upeet was seen getting into a Ford Bronco. The
vehicle was stopped by police on Hwy. 544
behind Brook Stadium. At thi time the p senger of the vehicle ( u pect I) exited the
vehicle ran aero the highway and i till at
large. 1be driver of the vehicle was arre ted
and transported to 1. Reuben Long Detention
taken had a total value of
Center. The boo
$464.
7.10/06/03 Incident Type: andalism
At approximately 5 pm., an officer w
called to the police building at University Place
in response to vandali m. The officer found
that every window of the building had been
broken. Upon inspection of the in ide, an
empty beer can was found and a further inspection revealed that the handle to the d r had
been brO en flush to the door.

Advertisements are paid adverti ment and
reflect the vim and opinions of the advertiser,
not Tht Chanticlur or Coa tal Carolina
University
Some material ma, not be uitable for people
under the age of 17.

Crime Log compliled from police reports and interviews by

lIS

isfllnt editor Jessica McMurrer
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Free things to do in Myrtle Beach:
Chicken Bog-off
By Carson Thrner
staff writer

Chicken Bog anyone?
It seems that every community in the nation boasts of a particular local culinary delicacy. In
Chicago it is the deep dish pizza;
in Philly it is the cheese-steak.
No trip to San Antonio is. complete without a bowl of chili and
in Cincinnati you can have it
"three-ways." Throughout the
Carolinas,
they argue over
whether barbeque pork should be
covered with Tabasco, a tomato
sauce or mustard, and whether it
is best cooked over an open wood
fire or on gas. Here in the Pee Dee
and Coastal region of South

Carolina the debate (sometimes considering whether to include
very heated) is over chicken bog.
sausage or bacon. It seems that
A dish dating back to the time some pork is required in a real
when our area boasted a large rice chicken bog but that Gur friends
trade, chicken bog is set into the to the west in Florence County
hearts of many locals. Imagine insist that the pork should be
for a minute a chicken casserole bacon. while those here in Horry
made just a little sog- - - - - - - - and
Georgetown
gier than most of us " •• /ree to attend Counties seem to prewould consider; add and they prom- fer sausage.
some sausage or
ise some good
Either way, if you
are going to live in
bacon; pepper it and
enjoy. Senior Kathy. entertainment". Horry County for a
couple of years you
Kee was asked what
might as well take a
she thought of the
chicken bog recently served at taste, and what better place to try
CCU by a campus fraternity and it than at the annual Chicken
she replied by merely smiling and Bog-off in Loris this weekend?
Maybe not exactly free but you
taking another bite.
Debate begins when you start were going to eat anyway and it is

Walt Disney
World is a resort
for The Chanticleer
that has many
locations allover the world and is one
that every little kid knows. Some would
ay that it is a place where dreams come
true. the happie t place on earth ...or is it?
There have been rumor flying around
campus about the Di ney Internship program and nQ one knows what to
believe. Do people really go to
Orlando and get tuck doing
custodial work? Do they get
tuck in fast food jobs?
The Walt Disney World
College Program ha been in
e.xi tence for 22 years and 700 colleges
all over the United State participate in
it. This is only the second year that a
recruiter from the program has come to
Coastal looking for students to go to
Orlando and work there for four or six
month , depending on which internship
the tudent applie for. It is a paid internship and there are plenty of opportunitie
to earn college credit so that the student
does not 10 e ground in their academic
programs. For the internship it If, one
can earn up to six credits. There is also
the opportunity to choose two out of six
course that can be transferred here from
Walt Disney College.
April Pini and Je sica Powell are two
representatives that participated in the
program a few years ago. Pini graduated
in December of 2002 with her Bachelor
in Marine Science and i still attending
Coastal for a fe\\' graduate courses.
Powell transferred and is currently a
sophomore Pharmacy Technician major
at Horry-Georgetown Technical College.
When asked what they thought of their
internship, both agreed that they had a
lot of fun.

By Sarah Cannella

"Ies a lot like going away to college
for the first time because everyone is
checking into their apartments at the
same time, which are a lot like the dorms
here," said Pini.
Pini was placed in the advanced
aquarium at the living seas, which is
located in EPCOT Center. She loved it
because working there taught her many

Disney really try to make everything easier for all the students. Even if a student
is placed in show keeping, if a cast member sees a piece of trash on the ground,
they are going to pick it up," said Pini.
"Keeping the parks clean is part of everyone's job. Plus, the people we work with
are like our family. We are with them all
the time and we try to make things ea ier for each other."
When asked what he liked
the most about having the
opportunity to "work at Disney,
Powell decided that interacting
with children held the bigge t
reward.
"The biggest reward is watching little
kids faces light up when they are there,
watching how excited they get when they
are waiting for a charader autograph,"
said Powell. "It makes me feel good
knowing that I am a part of that. Disney
truly i a magicaJ place."
Both repre entativ are availabl to
answer any questions concerning this
program that anyone might have. They
both have granted perm is ion to have
their emails printed so if there aT any
questions, you can rea.ch April at aprilpini@hotmail.com
or
Jessica
at
JAVPI05@aol.com.

Disney dream or
disappointment?
different skills that she could later use
when she goes out into the working
world. When asked if she had ever run
across the student who were doing custodial work as their internship Pini
acknowledged that there were students
with those jobs.
"There were students there doing that
but I never ran into someone who was
unhappy with their po ition, n said Pini.
"Most of the time the show keeper, as
they are called, arc giving direction to
touri ts or helping them out. It's not
often when they are unhappy."
Powell, who was placed in the attractions and operations position
at
W a 1t

agree
Pini.
"The people

a chance to finally see where
Loris is. Even if you do not par- .
take of the chicken and rice offerings, the festival itself is free to
attend and they promise some
good entertainment.
The Bog-off parade is Friday
at 4:30 (free) and Chicken Bog
plates are available for $6 on
Saturday from 9-5 at the Chicken
Bog Festival. Lori is 25 miles
west of Myrtle Beach.

Cafendar

*

.

Auditions
for
"Polaroid
Stories,"
Thursday, Oct. 16 at 5 :00
p.m., Edwards Recital Hall
(contact Greg London,
x3465)
.

* Bluegrass Concert,
Saturciay, Oct. 18 at 3:00
p.m., Wall Auditorium. $6
* Fall Gala. Saturday,
October 18 at 6;00 p.m.,
Edwards
Courtyard
$100/$150 per person
..
* Mentoring Artists
Exhibition. . Monday, Oct.
20 Fnday, Nov. 7,
Rebecca Randall Bryan Art
Gallery. Free

* Pizza
Days:
Wedne day, Oct. 22 at
noon, Edwards Courtyard.
$l
* Comedian: Elvira
I(urt. Wednesday, Oct. 29
at
7:00.p.m..
Wall
Auditoriunl. Free

Compiled by Carson
& Betty Turner
Staff Writers
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New STAR student saves one of nine Ii e
By David Wetzel
staff writer

The

n arne

Gutter
could' not have made more sense. A
member from STAR. a community
service club. adopted a kitten that
waS trapped in a storm drain in front
of the Coa tal Carolina Student
Center for approximately two week'.
Junior Liz Murray was the fust student to notice the kitten a' she
walked acro s the parking lot near the
Student Center in early September.
"I heard it screaming." aid
Murray. "He wa till there \.\ hen I
came back from cia two hours later
so I had to try to get him out,"
Chri . Carhart. the co-coordinator
of STAR was also present the day
when fellow STAR member Murray
first saw the kitten. A . tudent tried
with their all, the ·torm drain' co er
was just too much to lift. Student
tried to lead Gutter on with food. but
to no avail.
"It was a kitten tuck in the torm
drain." said Carhart. "You ee cats on
campus, but it was urprising how
long it was down there."
Murray tried vanou time to get
help from authoritie like the an
Harry Country Fire Department, but
they laughed in her face.
"!hey told me to cha e it with a

I

The 'tten i no longer in the
ept hIm if I could ha e."
bucket." said Murray.
Murra) tarted volunteer ark
The k;tten urvived with help wild a. it found a home from the
for the Grand Strand Humane
from ,tudents. It wa fed hot dogs,
STAR member after a weekend trial.
.. It wa a relief to find a hom for for a
canned-kitten food and whatever random tudent dropped to r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
10 e_ animal and 1
him the whole time he
glad he could h Lp thi
wa
tuck in the torm
f line find a g d
drain.
"I put food in a trap,"
'aid Murray. "I wa trying
J had to
get him out becau J
to persuade him to come
w r d at tIl
h her
out. I at near the se\.\ er
and I couldn't
and talked to him '0 he
would get u ed to people
and not be scared:'
The cat wa finally
re cued on the Sept. 24 as
faculty
member
joinin~ 111 th
Ro emary Brown from'
club.
"[Carhart h Iped
ICS, ho a1 0 heard hi.
me e en though h dJdmeow . aided in opening
n't know \.\ho I \.\a ,'.
the grate. She phy icaH),
aJd Murra. "It' n t
climbed into the drain and
ha
re cued him.
"She got on her hand
and knee and grabbed
him:' aid Murray. "I wa L..IIiI:I_-...____

..

relie ed to see that someone else actually cared
about the kitten in the

JUnior Liz 1urr3 holds GUller, the k'tten that h d been trapped in a

torm drain in front of th Student Center for near)

'ewer. 1 had my doubt in
the beginning becau e of the
re pan e I got from en ironmental
service and the fire department."

t

the kitten' aid 1urra. "} couldn't
keep him be au e Uni er it)' PIa
doe n't allow animal. 1 \\ould ha

.. begin

Alcohol Awareness
Go ahead. have another. You hear the encouragement at partie and
ocial gatherings. E er one know the. ituation. Dri e to a part)
(since here at Coa tal. ever) thing is spread out), ha e a few drink
with friend, begin to feel pretty good, grab our car
ke) and start to head home.
While thi might eem like
e and nature to
51

are riou I) injured.
The n t tim you are enj mg an al oholi be erage drop our
k y and ra! h on your friend' cou h. Spending th night \.\11h a
friend j worth not pending th mght III the ho 'Pltal.
STATISTICS: Fun Fact to Kno\.\ and Tell

-63 per ent of men belie e that alcohol fa llitat

u lopportu-

nitie

-7 percent of women a alcohol doe not m
1

conthe

r

-5.2-a erage am unt of driJi can umed per wee
lege.; 9.8-average amount of drink can umed per we
- 6 percent of .'tudent belie that the average tudent do
urne or more per wee "; howe 1', anI) 3 percent dnnk that frequ ntl)

I

Briefs
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Marine Science
Department Alumni
Panel Discussion

Omicron Delta
Kappa invites
eligible students
Letters of invitation and applica:tion have been sent to over 600 juniors and seniors who are academically
eligible for election to Omicron Delt;
Kappa. Election to ODK is an indication of undergraduate achievement.
To be eligible, a student must be a full
time tudent of junior or senior statu
(excluding seniors graduation in
December, 2003), in th top third of
their respective class, and have held at
least one
leadf>rship position.
Students who have not received a
mailing and who consider themselves
eligible hould immediately contact
the Office of the Vice President for
Student Mfairs (ext. 2300). Students
who have received a mailing are
encouraged to complete the form and
return it by the Friday, Oct. 17, 2003
deadline to Dr. Bob Squatriglia,
Faculty Secretary. in Kimbel Library
room 206.

The Marine S<;ience Department
\",rill be holding its Annual Alumni Panel
Discussion on Friday, Oct. 31, 2003.
The program "rill be help from 9:30
a.m. until II :30 a.m. in Atheneum
Hall, room 003 and on the patio. The
program is open to all current students,
faculty, staff and alumni of the Marine
.Science program as well as anyone who
is interested in Marine Science as a
major and/or a career. The purpo e of
the event is to give our current students
the opportunity to benefit from the wisdom, knowledge and experience of
CCU's greate t resource, alumni. It will
also be a great time for alumni to see
old friend and re-connect with MSCI
faculty and staff. A light brunch \\rill
also be available. It "rill be a great way
to kick off Homecoming weekend.

EL*

BASIC GRAD PAC 6 .50
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DINNER AND A MOVIE

2

3

dinner and a movie
Outback Steakhousel
liThe Rundown"

entertainment news
SquawkBox

4
play review
The Baker's Wife

5
12

video game review
Star Wars: KOTOR

contacts
Squawk!, clo The
Chanticleer

by mail:
PO Box 261954
. Conway, SC 29526
by phone:
(843) 349-2330
by fax:

(843) 349-2743
bye-mail:

from the desks...

chanticleer@ooastal.edu

Taurean Davis, SGA
President
The Littlest Editor Speaks

14 Horoscopes
15 ad\VICE
Sex on the Beach

Cover: The cro ming glory: Hom coming 2003
design by Dan Katawczik

Corrections
In the Oct. 2 issue of The Chanticleer, the
point/counterpoint was misprinted. The point,
"Hypnotism can be helpful," by Sean Kobos
and counterpoint, "Dangerous state of mind,"
by Joseph Saunders, can be read online at
was.coastal.edu/ci

\\'hat' up fellow
At th table I \Va pre ented with a menu and
tudents? My name the option of an appetizer. I eho e the Au ie
staff writer
is Randy. I am a 20 Chip. The e are actually frie covered in chee e
year old, oon to be and a dashed with bacon. AI 0 prc en ted with
21, male who goe to chool and works whenever the e is a cup of ranch auce for dipping. The e
I can find a job and keep it. When I can get would b excellent to hare with a group of four
away from those things, two of my pa sions are or five friends.
food and movies. I will be going to restaurants
The waitre that evening had a very friendly
around the area giving a review on everything attitude. She wa not ju t traig t bu ine ; he
from food to service and even the atmosphere in struck up a conver 'at ion. he was 'ery swift to
which everything is pre ented. These wiII not be check up on me and refill my drink when it ran
random restaurants, however. I am going to low. There is nothing wor e than hearing that
choose a re taurant that relate' to the movie.
lurping sound when your' drink run out.
For instance this week's dinner pick i
Another ~,weet thing about Outback i the bread
Outback Steakhouse, and the movie i "The and alad you get. Although the.. meal have
Rundown." The theme that matched up for the e bountiful portion, for the pricing you may not
is Australia. The only problem i , I eho e the want to make it a regular top.
dinner place before seeing the movie, which I
The Outback Steakhou e wa a gratifying
thought took place in Australia, but actually take
establi hment to eat a meal with friend. The
place in the Amazon. So, although you get to overall ex-perience there wa definitely above
read a great Dinner and a' Movie review. I am average and worth repeating.
afraid they have no similarities with each other.
"The Rundown" i what you get when you
I arrived at Outback Steakhouse at approxi- throw Ru h Hour I and 2, then toss some
mately 4: IS. As I pulled into the parking lot, I Indiana Jon~s into a blender and ca t it into the
was horrified by what I saw, 15-25 people stand- Amazon Jungle. It is an action comedy, with
ing outside the door. I was sure I was going to be plenty of action and plenty of comedy.
waiting a lifetime with a line like this, I didn't
It stars Seann William Scott, The Rock and
even want to know how many people were on the Christopher Walken. cott and the Rock were
inside. As I reached for the door to enter the quite the duo. Let me give you a brief overview
building so I could be sure to get my name on the of the movie so you can under tand what I am
list, there was an odd silence that came over talking about.
everyone on the outside. I pulled on the handle,
The Rock plays Beck, a man who can "get"
only to be denied. I was mystified. Then a man thing. He is sent to the Amazon to get his boss'
shouted, "What do you think we're waitin for?"
on (Travi ). played by Scott. Travis owe a lot of
I looked on the door and noticed the times at money to the wrong peopl . Travi i al 0 a trea which Outback opened, and the white number
ure hunter, which is the rea on for him being n
pierced through my heart. What a fool I was not the Amazon.
to even check the time they opened. The numBeck' get to the Amazon by a colorful
bers which have been scarred into my brain were Scotti h pilot, who is good for a some laugh .
4:30. What a fool I must have looked like to Once he get to the Amazon and find Travis,
everyone. So I drifted to the ba k to patiently Beck mu t then take him back to the States. The
awaited the entrance in a few more minutes, and . only problem with this is that there are other .
pondered what I had done.
people that need Travis in the Amazon since he
Once the doors were opened, there was liter- knows where to find a pricele s artifact.
ally no wait at all. Everyone wa seated quickly
While escaping, Beck and Travis get tossed off
and painlessly from what I saw, and my little inci- the road down a mountainside. Then while trydent from a few minutes earlier had been forgot- ing to get back on track, they run across orne
ten by all. The firrst thing I noticed was the hidden traps, some horny monkeys, rebels and a
decor of the restaurant. Many trinkets hung from crazed gold mine owner. All these occurrences
the walls; some of which were of Australian back- lead to abundant amounts of action, not to menground. It was pleasant to get away from the tion the notable comic relief from the great script
standard painted waIls of regular American cul- and performances of the actors. This movie is
ture that is almost always in most restaurant full of everything it needs to make it a two
chains.
thumbs up, and that is exactly what Ebert and
There was a rusticity about the place, like I Roeper gave it. Add another two thumbs to
had just flown half way around the world to the theirs because I will put both mine up in support
peaceful continent of Australia and entered a of this movie. The Rock and Scott were one of
place of fine cuisine. There was one thing which the best comedy/action duos I have seen in
assured me that I was still in America though, movies .. This is a must see movie if you are trybesides the people, and it was the music. The ing to get a good laugh or are a big action fan. So
whole time there I was serenaded by the most on the next day, when you get a few spare bucks
awful music compilation I have heard to this day. laying around and not much to do, be sure to
I had imagined walking into some Aborigine trib- head out to Outback for a delicious dinner then
al music or something of that nature, nothing after that it is off to the theaters to se "The
like what I had to put up with.
Rundown."
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Get creative with HalloW'een costuInes: hoW' to do it and vvhere to find thetn'
Nowadays with so much
to worry about in college, we
staff writer
strive for those rare chance
where we can act outside of our studious shells and break out
and enjoy the eason. What better. time then Halloween? It is
the dentist's favorite holiday, which ha eemed to lose its
flare a we gradually got older, and now trick-or-treating i a
thing of the past.
Even subtracting the main goal of Halloween night, trickor-treating, there is always the college approach-parties; and
at Halloween partie, you wear a Halloween costume.
Halloween is very broad, and pretty much any idea will work
with a little creativity.
Inspired by the best movie of the summer: "Pirates of the
Caribbean." Who would not love to be a pirate? You could get
some ripped pants, a bandana, eye patch, earrings, you know
pirate attire. It does not take much effort to be a pirate. You
could get a little hat or parrot for flare and give an "Arrrrh
Matey" every few word and you are good to go.
How about playing your favorite "Lord of the Rings" characters? Both Hobbit attire and a full Gollom head mask are
available. How cool would it be to be Smigel? If you do not
want to spend the money to buy a costume just get some
ragged clothe and walk around barefoot with a ring, and
boom. Instant Frodo.
With the blockbuster "Freddy vs. Jason," the classic Jason
mask will be out of tyle, this could include an array of masks
of all those favorite horror stars. The "Scream" mask is another popular choice, along with a million other masks ranging

By Amber Duran

from gorillas to demented golf balls. (For cheap masks Walmart has an awesome selection of Halloween gear for any college budget).

cally placed blood and some white powder.
You can even be a celebrity without having to buy anything. You could do the classic Britney Spear chool girl look
or Neo from the "Matrix" with a black trench coat and black
shades. The possibilities are endle .
With whatever strikes your fancy you can be original or
creative, or you can follow the uit of the cla sic character or
celebrities. It really depends on what you wanJ to spend and
how much of an impact you want to make. You could ea ily
go buy a mask and be done with it, but keep.in mind there are
so many option out there. Sho around.
Wal-Mart
275 t Beaver Run Blvd, Myrtle Beach, SC 29575
Phone: (843) 650-4800
•

How amusing would it be to dress up as a Twinkie or
Hostess cake? If you have no shame, indulge.
If you want to be a ghost, all you need is a sheet and scissors. It is so typical that no one would do it, and then you
could rock out. Other simple ideas are a basic black cloak to
dress up a either a Grim Reaper or just a dark shadowy figure. Top it off with a random rna k and you have a great original costume idea.
If rna ks are not your thing you can easily transform yourself intoany gory Halloween figure with the u e of make-up
and fake blood. Instant dead person in no time with strategi-

Imaginations Creative Co tumes
1354 3rd Ave S, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Phone: (843) 626-6639
One Stop Party Shop
1003 Seaboard St. Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Phone: (843) 839-0052
Party Maker
106 Sayebrook Pkwy, Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
Phone: (843) 293-8507

.,•
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COMPUTER CORNER: TECH TIPS
omput r
viru e ,
PYwar, securit.,
hole , with so many of u d p nd nt on
ou~ omput r toda,,' it i imp rtant to
know how and whi h oftware to u e to
protect our omputer from the e vuln rabiliti .
Your fir t line of d fen, should b
viru: protection oftware. If you do not
have the a. h to buy orton Antiviru or
MacAfce, then I recommend licking on
over
to
http;!l",w\ '.gri oft.com/u lu _dwnl_free.ph
p'to download AVG for fr e. AVe i ju t
, good if not bett r than the paid viru
protection oftware, and it hould protect
YOU from any of the viru e out there now
;nd future viruse . Remember though ..:ou
mu t update your viru prote lion oftware almo t dail, for it to be effecti .
Mo t viru protection oftware will allO\ '
TOU to _chedul
automati update and
when to can your computer for viru e ,
take advantage of the oft\ 'ar 0 ./ou aT
not tu k doin ev r "thing manually.
Your n ·t lin of d fen e hould b ,
good pvwar
Fir t let m
do n t ktlO\
oftware th t i
knowledo . th
to aile ~ p on, I informati n about 'U,
u ~h a what web- it
'au af h, olllin
buying habit ,personal information and
By Chri Duran
sraffwrirer

informati n ab ut 'our omputer' hardf, w.
u lly thi

°

out

Annual fall Gala approaching
Bv
. Trisha Rob on
sraffwrirer

On . aturd, "
()ct.
th
ollt.:ge
of
Humanitie and Fine Art will b hIding
it annual fundrai r, th Jaia, for holarhips and program.
While ti ket ar
Id for b t ' n
100-]50, Dr. Philip Pm 11, th
the Performing Art d partment, promi
that v nt-go r will not b di ppoint d.
''I'm very cited about thi 'ar' program," he aid, with a glitt r of enthu ia m in his ye.
111e • pirit of th
n w mar hing band, i
form.
"If that do n't impr
th donator, 1
reall don't know what viII," h
aid.
"Ju t in a ew hort month~, that band ha
come 0 far."
The percu ion en_ emble will pre nt
r

r

h 01 overfl win
what w ,'ant.'
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Rape: Do not mention it, Part 2
By Members of P.A.V.E
for The Chanticleer

"She is a slut. She was all over the
guy. She sure can drink."
is
very
promiscuous.
"She
Everybody knows it. She comes on to
men all the time. She wasn't raped,
man. It was consensual. She wanted it."
"She's just trying to ruin his good
name. She's going to ruin his life with
her claims. If she was raped, there are no
,she said,' and

and come
not sleep around,
that one will not be

one can
raped.
Additionally, the message given is
that if one does drink, if one does party,
if one does flirt and come on to men, one
deserves whatever happens. The fact is,
rape happens to people of all ages, all
nationalities, all socio-economic backgrounds, and to both men and women.
Why is it, then, that we so quickly buy
into these illogical and ludicrous arguments? Could it be that we are trying
to protect ourselves from facing the reality that rape could happen to any of us?
That it could happen to a five year old
girl or a ninety-five year old man? We
do not want to admit that rape is a reality of our culture, our history and our
campus experience.
In the late 1980s, nationwide reports
of sexual assault, physical assault and
hazing at institutions of higher learning
became commonplace, and led to the
federal government passing the Campus
Sexual Assault Victims Bill of Rights in
1991. This law requires that all institutions of higher education inform all stu-

dents of their rights and give them
information on reporting sex offenses
and on how to seek medical, legal and
psychological assistance. If any university, college or technical school does not
comply with this law, it could mean the
loss of federal funds for that institution.
Along with these explicit demands
within the federal law, the Campus
Sexual Assault Victims Bill of Rights also
requires that the institution publi h a
statement of policy available to all students and employees that includes a
commitment to educational programming promoting the awareness of all
forms of sexual assault, the procedures
for reporting offenses, the preservation
of evidence, the victim's option of notifying law enforcement (on and off campus), and the availability of mental
health counseling and other services.
After the federal law went into effect,
the state of South Carolina passed Act
# A31 0, which is commonly referred to
as the Sexual Assault Information Act.
This law requires "institutions of higher
learning to develop, publish and implement policies and practices to promote
prevention, awareness and remedies for
campus sexual assault."
In the Coastal Carolina University
student handbook, the University's sexual assault policy is described in a one
paragraph statement beginning with:
"Coastal will not tolerate sexual assault
in any form."
Recent history has shown that this is
an erroneous statement. The fact is,
Coastal tolerates sexual assault in many
forms by failing to abide by federal and
state laws, and perpetuates the problem
by baffling the public with a lack of
accurate statistical information and
inconsistencies in
reporting these
crimes.
A case in point: an alleged sexual
assault that occurred last fall, 2002, was
reported to the Office of Public Safety.
Several students known to members of
P.A.Y.E. were involved in making that
report. In fact, several of the
police officers responded to
and a statement was made
police. The Office of Public
umented, however, that
assaults were reported to
same year.
Coastal tolerates this
tending that if it happens
off campus, it does not

pus 'o r the student body and therefore it
does not need to be acknowledged. It is
best not to mention it. Coastal tolerates
this crime by failing to remove known
predators from our midst. Coastal tolerates this crime by failing to inform parents when they enroll their students
here that if their daugnters (or sons) are
raped, and if they have enough courage
to com~· forward and allow themselves to
lle fe-traumatized by going through the
evidence exam at the hospital ER, and if
they then have enough courage to file a
formal c~mplaint (which means, in writing), and if they have enough courage
left over to subject themselves to a
warped and re-victimizing campus judicial board proces, even then, their
alleged attacker will probably get away
with it and their student's life and
future will be ruined for many years to
come.
In its failure to fully abide by federal
and state laws about sexual assault prevention and reporting, Coastal is guilty
of errors of omission and commission
and more and more students are rising
up in anger and calling the University to
account. In the eight months since the
student-led task force, P.A.VE. (People
Against Violent Encounters), has been in
existence, their membership has grown
from 10 members to 149. With three
sororities and two fraternities, as well as
RAs, Peer Mentors, campus tour guides,
and athletes represented, it is clear that
students of both sexes and all backgrounds have joined the force . . Perhaps
P.A.VE. stands for something worth
reaching for: the safety and well-being
of all of us. This is a right that ought to
be guaranteed when we go off to college.
If you want to know more, or want to
get involved, come to the open forum
on Oct. 20 from 7-9 p.m. in the Wall
Auditorium. Come to
how
this problem affects
you can make a ditteJ'en~
everyone on this campus
the

10.17
Sean Paul
$29.50.32.50
8:30 p.m. (door 7:30 p.m.)

10.18

Fuel
wi Smile Empty Soul and
OJ Swamp

$15·17.50
8:15 p.m. (door 8 p.m.)

10.19
MaroonS
wI Gavin Degraw and Mark
Broussard

$7
8 p.m. (door: 7 pm)

10.28

Static X

wI Soil and Skrape & Twisted
tethod

$15·17.50
in
safer future for our
munity, call 234-81
To be continued ...

7:30 p.m. (door: 6:30p.m.)

(Lawn betWeen Singleton Bldg. and
Student Center)
Paryicipating organi7.ations will construct
thar displays and compete for prizes.
Sponsored by the Office of Student
Activities.
• Smack-A-Cnr
10:00 am - 2:00 I'm, Student Center Deck
Come and maCk a car painted the co}{
of VM~ to how your support for the CCU
Otanticleers. 1.00 donation pee swing to
go to charity.
.CCU talent! tep how
7:00 Kimbel Arena
Come and see Coastal's students show
their talents & skill while competing for
p'~. Ca h prizes Yilt be awarded and
the dlspla):' competition winners will be
announceCl.
Sponsored by the Office of Student
Activities.

• TeIIl/ Blaci ScrbmIuJge
(See advertisement on page B7
for more details)

Saturday ovetnberl

-Tailgate par,t y

lO:OOam, Stucfent Center Deck
Spon red by the Office of
Student ctivities
• CCU Football vs VMl
12:30 pm, Broo Stadium

Corne cheer on our Chanticleers!
Crowning of Homecoming
Kin~1 Queen during halftime
festivities.
Sponsored by the Office of
Student Activities.

By Aaron MHz
staff writer

Coa tal Carolina i et to mak hi tory once a ain thi ear, a the football t am rill ho t
its fi t Homecoming game Th Chanticl er ill fac irginia Military In titu e. a ch I
rich in tradition that ha had a football squad for over 100 ears.
Each team became a member of the Big outh Cont rene thi year, and
fered a 10 in their first eonferen e gam . The team at 0 boa t imilar re rd, C
3, VMI at 4-3.
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ecruitin new mentorslor 2004·2005 academic year!
For mor infornlation or an pphcaf on, plea .. e contact
Brad llarmon
o Ice of cademic dvising & Fir. -Year ro rants
Prince 207 - 349-2941 - bharnton@coastal.edu
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Collectors Cafe
Immediate Position for
Hostess/Coffee
Bar/Coffee & Dessert
Server. One person to do
all three
positions. Fill out application at 7726 N. Kings
Hwy. Mon-Sat 12 -5 pm.

VW '02 Beetle
Turbo Diesle 46mpg, 5
speed All power options,
am/fm cassette $14,000
399-9943

Laptop Ethernet Card
Only used one semester,
just like new
Will Discuss Price
Call 349-2326

Pag Bl1

Spring Break' 4 with Student City.com and
Maxim Magazine.
Get hooked up with Free trip Cash. and VIP
Status as a Campus Rep!
Choo e from 15 of the hottest de tination .
Book early for FREE MEALS FREE DRINKS
and 1500/0 Lowest Price Guarantee!
To reserve onile or view our Photo Gallery vi it
www.studentcity.com or Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK!

Can 349-23 0 0
u mit or an er an
ad.
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Well student~, by now J hope you have gott •. over those "Mid-term Exam Blues." Look
on the bright side; we are over half way into
the semester. And besides, it is the finals you
should
be

this down. The SGA/ODK Forum will be held
Wednesday, Oct. 29 at 3 p.m. in the Edwards
Recital Hall. It will last until 5 p.m. and is
open to all. What? Oh, a que ' lion in the back.
.
"Well, uh,

from the Desk of do you have to

remind everyof
the
SGA/ODK

I will be honest with you: J had some troubles finding a topic for this space that is mine
tp fill with word. I had a lot of ideas, just
nothing I really wanted to discus in great
detail. After much thought, it was decided that
, would collect these random thoughts to create a smorgasbord of my ideas instead of limiting you to one course. You can thank me
with generous tips.
Two summer ago I had one of the greatest experiences of my life. I worked at this
animal park/petting zoo place. Now granted
shoveling donkey and cow dung and giving
kids pony ride for hours on end is not the
greatest way to make a buck: training, handling, and showing a Bengal tiger cub wa
mon:: than enough rt;a on to deal with the
c p. One of the major aspects of working
with Azmi, the tiger cub, wa ' educating
myself and the audience at the park that Azmi
was a wild animal. and while he was cute and
kitten-like at seven week, he would quickly
grow up to be a . everal hundred pound eating
machine with wild in tincts to kill. Two tiger
torie have been in the news lately: the attack
of Roy Hom of Siegfried and Roy, and a story
of a 200 pound tiger found in a Harlem apartment.
The Roy Hom attack, which left him in
critical condition, is tragic. However, such an
incident was inevitable, at least in my mind. A

pay?"
Of course not. As your student body president I could not allow the tyrannical hand of
money to suppress our students in taking part
in this worthwhile endeavor. Next que -rion,
ye , you the girl up front.
"Urn, I heard that there would be extremely handsome men pre ent dressed in their
'Sunday Best.' Is this true?"
Well yes young lady, I am coming to the
Forum (laughter from the
audience).
Speaking of which, there will be a per on of
extreme importance in attendence ... Dr. Ingle
(claps and cheers from the audience). He ha
set a ide time in his schedule to listen and
respond to the questions and comments from
you. There will be a number of other teacher
and administrators present, so please make it
so students are pre ent in large numbers.

tiger is a highly specialized predator that
responds to its surrounding. The tiger
involved in the Hom attack was responding to
Hom slipping during the performance. The
cat grabbed Hom' arm when he slipped· Hom
then hit the tiger on the nose with his microphone. The tiger then attacked Hom's throat.
This lunge by the cat at Hom's throat wa the
typical defensive action of a
predator. The cat had been
provoked and it was simply
rc ponding in a way that it
'eemed fit.
ow this business of the
man having a tiger in hi
apartment-is
he
crazy?
Training a tiger or any large
cat to the poin .. where it is
civilized and calm on a regular basis is a full time job
and even people who study
animal behavior have difficulties with 'ome animals, so
I doubt the tiger wa properly trained. This man could
have been killed by his "pet"
at anytime. If the cat had managed to get out
of the apartment, the entire building and the
neighborhood would have been at risk.
Another point, by rooming with a tiger, the
guy was making his own living conditions

The Forum is broken down into parts to
allow for the maximum number of que ·tions
to be addressed to our panel. There will be
four topics or areas of discussion addre. ing
the major concerns associated with our
growth. There will only be a maximum of 20

allowed for each topic, so be prepared to Ii. ten.
and ask questions where applicable.
Alright. one more question. You, in the
black jacket, go ahead.
"Well, a a student, why hould I come?
There will be enough tudent there anyway."
You know, in my opinion, if you do not
want to come, you have no reason to complain
about anything. This Forum is for you! It is
designed so that you can know what i going
on in our school. The 'chool to which you pay
tuition; the sam school in which you pend
many hours a day studying: the same chool
you decided to attend.
It is funny when you think about it. Who
has the most power and influence on this campus? It i not the administration or the faculty;

poor. I am sure he was unable to have nice furniture, a big screen television, fine art work or
anything of entimental value because in one
pounce kitty could destroy it all. Also, that
apartment must have bt;en some other kind of
rank when the police found the tiger. I cannot
imagine living with tiger piss and crap all over
my apartment: tiger cannot be litter box

trained 0 it is not like Scoop-Away and a box
were even an option in the waste situation.
The owner probably did not date much; all
of his time would have to be pent with the
tiger or working to make money to buy food

Thursday, October 16, 2003
it is the students. Everyone answer to 'omeone. Admini trator answer to Dr. Ingle, who
answers to the Board of Trustee, nd . o on.
What about me? As a leader elected by the
Students I answer to you. Okay, here it i .. .to
whom do you answer? Students-collectively,
you are the strongest aspect of this universit ,
and not just because of number either. Learn
to come together to accompli h your goals.
Work as a unit. not against .each other. U e
your tudent leaders to assit you. We all want
what is best for Coastal. ·It i this "bet" that
we all are trying to achieve. However, this
"be t" cannot be achieved through indi idual
or per onal indulgence . In clo ing, I am not
a Marxist...but I am a history . major. Karl
Marx had the right idea, but I am directing thi
towards you.
ludent of the world unite!
The only thing you have to 10 e is your chain
See you at the Forum.

for the tiger. And even if he got a date, he
would not be able to bring hi date back to hi
apartment for some "de 'ert" becau e of the
tiger. .. and the smell. Nothing ruins the mood
quite like the cold nose of a 200 pound tiger
touching your hand while making out on a
guy's lawn furniture (remember, no nice furniture). I hope the: time spent with the tiger
made putting up with all of the e negatives worth it. Thae must be . ome po itivc
allure of owning a tiger bccau. e the USA
Today also reported that there are as many
as 10.000 tigers kept as pet · in America.
What is wrong with these people? Do they
not realize what they are doing is wrong,
according to most tate laws and also
morally?
As much a I enjoyed the time I . pent
working with Azmi and con ider m ~ elf
incredibly luck to have had uch an
opportunity. " would never want to own
him. There i. no way I could provide for
him the kind of life a tiger deserves. It
would be like me saying. "Hey I have a
nine foot pool in my back yard, let me go
catch a dolphin to be my next pet."

Thursday, October 16, 2003
By Asher Blocker
for The Chanticleer
In a Myrtle Beach music
scene littered with hard rock
acts, a certain band
presented a breath
of fresh. air Friday.
Oct. 3 in its return
to a familiar place.
The place was Droopfs and the
band is Rollo.
Rollo named their band
after one of Lamont's friend
on the show Sanford and Son.
The character was based a
ladies,- man alway looking for a
party and good time. In a wa)~
thi exemplifies what thi band
is about. All four members are
locals, graduating from Myrtle
Beach High School, who joined
together to whip up a recipe
good enough to sati fy all their
musical ta te. You start off
with a little Black CrO\\'es, tir
in some Dave Matthews, add a
pinch of ouI, and sprinkle a little rock on top. It may taste a
little funn ~ but it ure sound
good.
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Squawk!
Rollo is a jam-band who e
catchy riffs and spicy hooks set
them apart from a lot of the
angry, screaming metal bands
Myrtle Beach seems to produce

Spring of "99. In that small
span, they have played numerous gigs at places uch as the
Carolina
Ampitheature,
Celebrity Square, the Hou e of

at the venue inee June 22·
trange con idering that it ha
been their tomping ground for
quite orne time.
Their three-month hiatu

hand. Thi ta
their album, on the r ha
been rorking on in April
la t ear. The full-l ngth LP
almo t fini hed and ho ld

nil

BAND REVIEW: ROLLO
in record number. It appears
that the impact of the band has
been vilified through it sheer
popularit ' in such a hort time.
After all, band members Reid
Bart
Cox,
Collins. Scott
Moore
Chal
have
b e

Blues Re taurant and the Mu ic
Warehou e in Charle ton.
Their triumphant retun) to
Droopy' happened
to be their fir t

from performing
du to
ba pIa ref Cha} Le ter' ra ation to Europ . The
band i ba ,
though, eompIt e 1 r
refre h d, and
ocu ed on
h

Co tal Carolina Uni ersity.i pleased to hare ith u n
cxcitin program de igned exdusi -ely for Coastal eniors.l he
1954 ociety i a enior etas gift program that builds a
tradition of ving 0 the uni ersil}'. Each ye r the Senior d
makes a collective don cion which is used to purchase a "gift
or the campus. The Class of 2002 donation was used to
establi h a small Japanese garden in front of Klmbel Library.

,

*
f
*

1

......,...,.. ..
,_ : : . . . -

1954 Sociel}' Pin to wear on your gown and a membership emiRate
Three~year membership into
Alumni Association at a redu eel pledge r t
Listing in the President's Annual Report of Donors
University mailings including the Coastal Carolina University Magazine
Invitations to Alumni Association and 1954 Society special event

ur romminnent.

me

C(}\STAL CAROUNA

INnfl,• .III".IT

WWW.coastal.edu
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Aquarius
(jan. 20-Feb.I7): Lately.
Aquarius, you have been feeling like
•
.
•
•
Y<
your hfe needs a change 10 directIOn.
ou
may

H O r,OS cop e
J

I

and it is above your average.
Cancer (june 21-JIII)' 21): There is an
authority figure in your life that you are not
mi ing well with latd),. Stand back for a
minute and try to look at the per on from a
different perspective, Although no one like a
.~
.

sp~~~ntoOt~a~ ~:~::1 t~:a~ n;:~~r;h::Ca;;

of. Your problem With authonty could
also .
mean .
that you are a leader . or a. person
)'
that hkes
to bc In charge of the ltuatlOl1. ou
"
b
~
.
fi
feel lIke you are not In har!!e and have pro I
h~
d K
.
It is time for you to take some tune to Igure
.,
lems when others tel you," at to o. eep In
out who you are and what your purpose J S . .
. . .
b bl t b
. be able to lead mmd that It I Important to e a e 0 e a
Enjoy life and then you Will
. nght
..
.
leader but to be
yourself.
m the
directIOn.
Also, .It may be
f Ia good leader one must also
.
.
know ho\ to 01 ow. 22 v
a time for you to stay clear of the relatIOnship
I' "
d '
r
Leo (jul)'
world for now. but do not worry; not far down
d '22-Aug.h):
' lour LIII:: I In
d thet
. ft;el comperate .
nee.ot orne I appmess
a.
the road i. someone who you Will
h ' eo an
h
my' fnend. IS exact y w at I. on t edway.
.
fortable around enough to share your feelIngs
'd
of confu ion with.
Lately you have been trymg to eCI e
Pisces (Feb. I8-March 19): Your roman- whether or not to put forth more effort in a
tic life is about to take 0 ff, p'I ce. 0 pen your relationship or call it quit. Although you are
h' k a bout the
the only one who truly know, orne one in
eyes to tho e around you an d tIn'
fi
d
h
h
your
life has shared an opinion with you for
possibilities. You may In t at t e person
you are meant to be with'IS a Irea d y a part 0 f the last couple of weeks and it is time you
your life. It is often true that friends make
take thi!> view into con ideration. Remember
the key to a happy relationship i the way you
good romantic partners. Use your con fid
I ence
. you are dOIng
.
even feel hke
..
the wrong thIn!!
With your It'fe.~

L I. b r a
. I I'e
Your socia
lie h a
recently taken a huge leap an d you h ave
· d s. Al t houg h you
found a new circle 0 f fnen
d
..
have been in cClslve on w het her or no t th ey
' out Wit. h . t ry
are the best peop Ie to be h angIng
to learn who they really arl.: and be open to
~ change. The new surroundings will be helpful 'In your II're, especl'ally around the twentiI'
eth when you are faced with a change in
dl·rectl·on. vou are also developing feelings
I'
for what S'''ems to you to be an unfeasible sig. "
nificant other. Keep your head up and
remember nOlI11·n." 'IS l'mpossl'ble and thinf:!s
!:
-

(Sept. 22-0ct. 22):

have a way of working themselves out.
Scorpio (Oct. 23- NOl'. 21): It is time for
you to find a lilt-Ie peace in your life, whether
it be with a friend. pa t lover. parent or another person in your life. Holding a grudge will
not make either of you feel better. It i time to
forgive, forget and try to mend the relationship
you once had with that person. Good news is
headed your way toward~ the end of the
month, but it may require a little bit of
thought to be seen a a positi e thing. Keep
an open mind and you will. ee how great thi
could possibly be.
Sagittarius (No)'. 22- Dec. 20): The significant other 111 your life is going through
some changes and wants your advice on the
situation. Take some time before) au let your
feelings out so that )OU will have time to b
hone~t in lead if impulsive. Not only are you
having a few problem at
chool, but you
cern to be in a slump in other areas of you life
a well. Things get bettcr but you will also
finally be able to anwer a question that you
have been asking yourself for along time.
Capricorn (Dec 21- Jan /9): Your year
may have started off ith the lack of a relation hip but have no fear: things can change in
an in tant. It i time to hine and let lose: be
your self and enjoy life. That special someone
will find you when you least expect it. You
have a big presentation or test coming up at
school and you are a little scared about how
you will do. It is important to have a balance
between believing in yourself and applying
yourself. Remember to study but at the same
time to not tress yourself out too much.

to tell your friend how you feel, but do not forget to make it clear that you still want to keep
your friendship if things do not go a planned.
Do not forget you can always be yourself
around those who know you the best.
Aries (March 20-April 19): There has
been a lot on your mind lately, Aries. While
some of these issues may need a little thought.
other just need to be left to run their cour e.
It may be hard to put these things out of your
mind, but be strong and give it a try. Try not
to worry so much. and just remember -even if
you cannot get what you want. you can always
find some way to get what you need.
Taurus (ApriI20-May 19): It is time for
you to open up and show your wild side. Do
.omething that you would not typically do.
Thi could be . omcthing as ea y a tr) ing a
new food, or watching a movie we would usually not tend to watch. Also you arc feeling a
little board with your job and thinking of trying 'omething new, you are only young once
and you have the rest of your life to carry out
a serious career, for now tTy something fun
and maybe even exciting.
Gemilli (May 20-Julle 20): You are having a difficult time in school right now
Gemini, and even wondering if it is really the
right thing for you. To encourage your 'elf to
do better. try tudying with other people. The
support from them will help you to do better.
Also, try new method of studying: thing
that you do not u ually do can sometime
stimulate new ways of learning. Whatever
you do, do not give up. Things will get better
and you will feel so good about yourself when

fed around that per. on. If ou are
happit:r wh n you are around someone el t;
then the an wer to our dilemma i right
under your no. l.:.
Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 2/): You are a good
per on who ha never really even been in
trouble. but latel you ha e"been having guilty
thoughts of mi beha ing. It i, normal for a
per on of your charncter to have these fedin!!s and want to a t on them. nlis i ' good but
be~ careful to not go to the e treme. Try
something small such as calling in ick, :-.kipping a class or flirting with omeone you have
been intere ted in for awhile. Thi. '" ill gi e
you a taste of something new while keeping
your good image.
Iso. ) ou will come acros
a little etra money this month and although
you will want to spend it, it might be 'mart to
save it for a gift you need to bu in the near
future.
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Dear Lollib,
Lately I have been having very sexual
and orgasmic dreams about a co-.worker of
mine. J am not attracted to the guy and I
am really. happy with my boyfriend. My
boyfriend says that sometimes I moan so
much when'l am dreaming that I wake
him. Are those kind of dream natural and
does this mean that I actually want to be
with this guy I work with instead of my

boyfriend?

Dear Delima.,

Since dreams are the creation of our
brains and mind, they dO reflect what we
~ thinking and sometimes feeling but are
also a very natural thing for everyone.
even dreams of this type. Although this

could mean you arehavirlg some underlying feelings for your co-worker it does not
mean you shouki break up with your
boyfriend in pursuit of someone new.
Your feelings could be so mmute that

Anoth r ne band i on th c
at
Coa tal Carolina University. Ju tin Co
Carol mith and CCU graduate
I 'e
Wi ener formed a fev. month
go t
become Camazo,tz' End.
While Co ha been playing guitar
all hi life, hi peIformance career tarted in local coffee hop and bi tro . He
mel Wi ner through hi mu IC edu ation cIa e. WhIle they dra influence
from Johnn Cash, Th loniu
0
and
They Might Be Gian • their original
song are
anything but ordinary .
"Migrant Mafia" i a cynical iew on
traveling mafias in Ru sia.
Their ong "Crap' wa influenced by
the Bible verse, Philippian 3:8:
, Yea doubtle , and 1 count all thing
but 10 for the excellency ofth knowledge of Chri t Jesu my Lord· for whom
I have suffered the 10 of all dung ,and
do count them but dung, that I may win
Christ."

they barely exist and it could be true flat

they will Only come to play while you are
sleeping. According to Martin Thompson,
a dream expert. there are many way that
dreams are interpreted. but the most common is by symbolism. Try to think if there
are any symbols in your dreams such as
candles~ which can symbolise that there is
consistency in your life~ or maybe a dean
white bed which can signify the end of
worries for you.
'Whatever it may. he. dreams help one

to uncover sorneof their
................ ,..._"".but

unCOJllSd~[)QSfec~-

CAMAZ
•

in a band fo th re
replied "Yeah that'd
I ughing.

me pizza and enj ) the
Camazotz' End.

.camazotzencLcom

People question why they go to various sporting events halfn ed ith tea! riting on their chests, wearing women' clothing or tig t , or even dressed up in super-hero co tume . But no
one que tions whether ero s country runner junior Justin
Foxworth, sophomore Johnny
.tchell , red-shirt sophomore
Mark Heide ker, freshmen Doug Cum and Justin Jones give fan
support to fellow Coastal athlete . The Dog ood dormer not
only upport the major sports but the pump up the cr wd at
1,,5. attended sporting event, even if they have to do it alone.
" At the basketball gan1 S, you e got people
will come
men's bas etball games and
n leave for the omen
said Mitchell. "Ify u're going to come sUpport one tp'llm~''vn1it'~1!
got nothing better to do, you need to fay there for
The band even comes or the m ~
women's game."
This problem is orne thing that goe
omething that plays a role in port all ov.er.Ib&tl(::01JIYlif:llftd
level of play. .
"I alway hated how in high chool you never
other sport in the ' chool was doing except the big three:
football and basketball," aid Jones, who is also known as
Rookie. "You never knew what the girls sports were doing. So it
was like, well, if I hate it so much then 1 better go do omething
about it."
Doing omething about it i " preci 'ely what they have done at
Coastal Carolina Univer ity. Whlle rivalries are made by action
on the field or court, fan warfare is what really ignite the bitterne, s that make rivalrie special.
"Charle ton Southern, we hate them. That's why the games are 0
intense," aid Mitchell. "We have a pas ion for hating Charleston
Southern. Last year we were supporting the volleyball team and
we went down to Charleston Southern. We hag. no intentions of
tarting a war with them, but we were cheering against them and
then every fan in their whole arena came and at around us to try
to keep u quiet and it ju t got a lot worse."
The rivalry ha continued on into 2003. A group of CharJe ton
Southern fans invaded Kimbel Arena on Sept. 30 and led it team
to a 2 game lead over Coa tal at the half. At halftime the
ogwood donners brought the fan together as the group of fan
who normally sit on the eastern 'ide of the arena, relocated 10 the
western side to it behind the Dogwood dormer . Coa tal went on
to win in miraculous fa hion.
"At the volleyball game thi year against Charleston Southern, it
wa huge," aid Foxworth. "We got the fan into it. The girl told
u that it helped 0 much."
The cheering i omething that comes natural as they love the
teams that they follow, but the co tume have become a pa sionate hobby for them.
"I don't want to do the same thing twice," said Foxworth. "} don't
want to dre s up and then go in plain clothes the next week:. '
Plain clothes has rarely been an option for the Dogwood donners.

Currie,
al 0 know as CanaCliaINI~ldeJmoy.
hi Canadian descent to many games in the Jbt.....,.: ~,el8g~ ·:;"i H~~I~er.
and especially waves it proudly at volleyball
low Canadian-American ophomore Katherine Jensen.
''I'm from Canada, he' from Canada. The ftrst day I came
Johnny and Justin took me to a volleyball game and we just
took the Canadian flag ju t for fun," said Currie. "We ju t
waved that and yelled the whole time. It tum out
Katherine i Canadian and we ju t went from there."
Having the advantage playing at home i only an a~vantage
when you have fans to cheer you on. The fans give the
players something to feed off of.
"A an athlete, I also believe that the fan really help," said
Foxworth. "Because when we have track meets, and you
hear people yelling your name it really pump you up and
I'm UTe it work.s the same way with [other athletesl.
1be costumes continue to get more
and thee •.•· .. .~ki1~.
Dogwood donners have been kic:kedlout~fr.~~."dl!.~••• • .• •~,~~~:
their fervent cheering tfu!~jOCc;Mi,on:iUjrI;.
they refuse to let a.n]"_!~ilj••~::;~

• We get cbai~_, b.'hi"': 'o11O~3.~I;
"( mv' hMmk"r~~~'~i'~~~~'

NOW YOU CAN SELECT A
2-STATE FREE ZONE WITH
SUNCOM UnPlan GOLD*
Save

2(}lIo OFF UnPlan ~~~yL~~e9.95 Per Mo.
Sun-Com UnP/an.
NO LIMITS ON MINUTES.
NEVER PAY FOR ROAMING
OR LONG DISTANCE AGAI •

oor
Wol

with
Nokia's Newest Phone

"Best Service
Under TIre Sun"
Myrtle Beach

Myrtle Buch

NORTHWOOD PLAZA •••••••••••••••• 839-4000

MYRTLE SQUARE MALL •••••••••••••• 916--2255

NORTH Myrtle Beach

HWY. 17 SUN DIAL PLAZA •••••••••••• 249-4000

C

AY •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 248-2255

Myrtle Beach

10TH AVE. Across from Sam's ••••••••• 626-3800

MARION ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 423-2355

LORIS

THE MARKET

INSIDE RADIO SHACK •••••••••••••••• 756-2255

MURRELLS I LET •••••••••••••••••••• 357-9100

Or visit us on the web at www.D1wireless.cc • Corporate Sales 800-580-4880

"li ITIOS.serviceagreernentreqlJred.2nd FReE Phooerequires baCh phones activated at the 5af1'le time to ooe name.SunCom UrtPIan CXNf!IiIQUIl5L1 depends an
uaI lklPWl Zone. Your monthly Slbaiptian fee indudes:all calls place and rec8ved within yell lk1PIan Zone when the screen an ycu phone displatjs "fREE.. and an additiooailX> nationwide ~ rrinutes fot

<315 placed and received when ycu saeen an your phone does not say-mEE: Nationwide~ mutes in sass d the included m rnn.m wi be billed at aftatrab! d .35 per rrioote.Additianai natIonWide
a'I)1ime minutes padcagesaYailable.NiJIionwide calling indudesalt ~ ecceptAlaSb.1ntllmatianal1ong ~ calls eft nat included. nor eft caIs bt require a aecIt card or q»«atar a5S1~ to ~
SlIlGm reserves the right to teminateycu ~eementf more than SO% d your ~Cft not an 1he SunCom Nf!twark.~ seMceawailablefor resicN!nts d spec:fied 11' codes criy.Other restrk:tions
apply. See SIDre5 for deeMs. Phoneswhh ~ lastbp. 9/30/0~
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The Chanticleer: Editorials

POINT: FREEDOM OF SPEEOI
Is
Rush
right? Is Rush
'\Tong? Was he
out of line? Who Cares? It should not
be this important. Yes he probably was.
But the point is 'who cares'? He was
stating his opinion, however far off the
mark it was should be a mute point. His
comments were based on hi opinion.
As a child, your parents teach you to
'gnore people who call .rou bad name if
the names are not true. Someone should
teach thi to the media and the general
public.
Ru h Limbaugh was hired by E 'PN
to give commentary and opinions on
football. Correct me if I am wrong, but
Mr. Limbaugh I.a drawn no comparison
to Gandhi over the years. Did they hone 'tly think that Limbaugh-the-I~natic
fringe-dweller would come on television
and be a sweetheart? The media was
waiting like a pack of wolves for his
inevitable slip.
The funny thing is, the Limbaugh
fiasco ums up the whole criticism cene
from the sports world to the Bush admini tration. No one seems to be allowed to
criticise anyone for any reason without
there being some sort of out landi h
backlash. David Brooks made an interesting comment in the April issue of the
Atlantic Monthly in an article entitled
"Return of the Pig." How do you criticize that culture without eeming square,
elitist or even · racist? Mr. Brooks wa
referring more-so to some of society's
sub-cultures who seem to be headed in an
ak\\':.ud direction, but this partkular
qoute fits in many areas of society.
It has been the tale of the 21 st century so far. No one has been able to figure
out how to state opinions and criticize
rithout prosecution. Whether it is the
Dixie Chicks or the Democrat or the
pacifists or Johnny Depp, politically
B}' Emerson H. Dyer
staff writer

incorrect speech is just not tolerated.
What if Charles Barkley made these
statements? Would we be discussing thi
right now? No. And that brings us to the
epicenter of one of society' biggest
problems. So many people preach and
fight for equality but when a per on
makes a negative comment about another person with different colored skin, dif- ·
ferent beliefs on how the country should
be run, or different ideas it i like the person commited murder.
Words are words. Yes they can be very
harmful and can sometimes hurt mor'e
than a sledgehammer to the shoulder, but
(yes I'm going to ay it) this country was
founded on the idea of freedom and that
includes the right to state your opinion
whether they are racist or sexi t or whatever other politically correct terms they
are u ing these days.
The necessity of political correctness
for public forum speaker is becoming
increasingly ridiculous. It is phony, but
that is America, right? When was the
last time you got the idea that something
Bu h said was politically relat d and not
phony? Did you really think anything
Arnold said was from the heart? What
happened to real opinions being accepted'? What the happened to freedom of
speech? Wasn't that what these states
were founded on?
Does the media blow McNabb out of
proportion becau e of his skin? Who
cares'? Were Rush's comment out of
line? Who cares'? Whatever happened to
"sticks and stones may break my b~ne
but words will
never hurt me? I
Donovan McNabb sitting at home pouting about what a crazy conservative
thinks about his ability? No. Should we
be pouting for him? No. hould we even
be discu sing Limbaugh's opinion on
something he probably knows very little
about? No.
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COUNTERPOINT: RACIST REMARKS
Us u a II y . and I don't think he i that good." Then
Sunday morn- you could have had that same convering's
people sation about Brett Farve, Patrick
turn to ESPN for a preview of the Ramsey and Kerry Collins.
l!pcoming NFL games of the day, but
ESPN hired Rush to be the voice of
the last Sunday in September, football the educated fan who offer
tylish
fans were treated to a different type of insight to que tionable • statements by
conversation-a conversation that was throwing down a flag.and mi. ing it up
hurtful and raCially motivated.
with the boys in the studio (which he
BaSically he said that "They" (The tried to do). But instead, he did what
Liberal Media) wants black co ache and he doe best. He polarized the is ue.
black quarterbacks to do well. He also Though Rush learned a quick Ie son of
aid that the Eagle'
quarterback the differenLe between conservative
Donovan McNabb was overrated and radio listeners and sport
E. 115, he
the only reason he i touted as a great learned that sports fan will not let a
quarterback is because he is African commentator get away with u 'ing footAmerican. Not only was Rush wrong ball to take jabs at the media.
about Donovan McNabb, but he race
Spons are ba cd on stati tics 0 an
baited for the sake of sparking a reac- athlete's worth can be measured and
tion.
Rush Limbaugh never had to weighed, unlike political discussion
bring race into the argument. Thi
that are more ubjective. I am not ure
could have been an football conyer a- the reason that Ru. h had for even bringtion about the merits of Donovan ing up race, e pecially at a time when
McNabb, but when race is interjected, the league' two top quarterba ks St v
the motivation of the argument McNair and Daunte Culpepper are
become different. The conver ation is both African Americans. The conversanow about race when it should have tion was unnecessar '.
been a conver ation about Donovan
I have alway been a sport fan. I
McNabb the "player".
love sports becau e of the fact that
Donovan McNabb is a pro-bowl
port are not ' b< ed on anything but
quarterback, not because he is black but merit of the athlete-not the color of the
because he is good. The reason athlete's skin. \Vhen you bring in race, .
Donovan's value of a quarterback was creed and se 'ual preference you change
being discus ed was because he had the nature of an ' argument from a good
back-to-back awful games out of a conver ation to hurtful lander, and
career of great game . All Rush had to that deserve a tlag thrown.
ay was "I think Donavan is overrated

By Daniel Nolan
staff writer

STAFF EDITORIAL: TARDINESS DOES NOT MAKE THE GRADE
Have you ever noticed just
how annoyed some professors
get when you are late to class?
It only tal es a few minute dela r
or you to hear a sarcastic, "cla s
start
at one o'clock Mr.
Jones ... " The student might
sometimes wonder if what the
professor really mean is, "If you
can't be here on time, don't
come at all."
Have you ever noticed that
students rarely voice sarcasm
when a profes or comes to class
late? Well, maybe a few sarcastic comments under the breath
and more than a few "Darn!

Hoped he had forgotten ... "
It is under tandable that professors have is ues that tie them
up from time to time: Maybe a
tudent needing help after that
last clas , a quick bathroom
break or a last minute look at a
Bell Curve (we can hope). It is
even understandable that sometimes things come up and a professor just cannot make it to
class at all - such is life in academia.
So where i all of this going?
It i good to ask. Have you ever
been in a class that is running
too close to end time and the

professor just does not eem to
want to finish? You know the
one - that class in Wall that you
know i going to make you late
for your next clas in Edwards
because the discussion of. the
finer point of standard deviation is running longer than
expected and there is no end in
sight.
How about that cla that
had to meet in the library today
but nobody thought to be considerate enough of your time to
under tand that it takes longer
to get from the library to
Edward than it does to get from

Edwards to Edwards?
Dr. Profe or, sometime
(probabl r more often than not),
we are not late to your class
because we are poor managers of
time or because we lack respect
for your classroom. Sometime
we are late to your clas because
one of your own peers has no
concern
for
our
time.
Sometime we are late to your
class because some challenge
was presented to u today - we
have overcome that challenge
and made it to your cla. sroom.
ometimes it is not our time
management problem at all.

Cut us a little slack ...
And next time 'our 1 cture is
running longer than you intended; next time you want to have
class in the library, ~heelright,
the woods; next time you are
about to add a little more tn.:.
to our day by making us late for
our ne·t class - think about
how much you di like it when
we come to your cla
late.
Then consider whether you really need that eXtra tlve-minute
of our time toda)~
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
As millions of college students return to campuses this fall,
they face a hard reality: Their tuitions are skyrocketing.
Struggling with a sluggish economy and staggering budget
deficits, states are shifting more of the costs of higher education onto students. The cost of going to a public four-year college rost an average of 10 percent thi year, including 8 percent in New Hampshire, 15 percent in South Carolina and a
whopping 20 percent in Iowa.
When it comes to rising tuition, we owe tudents more than
throwing up our hands and asking them to shoulder more debt.
But that's exactly what President Bush is doing. He is trying
to slash funding for Pell Grants and cut back on work -study
jobs. He has done nothing while AmeriCorp has cut thousands of slots.
C(j)Uege is the best ladder to opportunity our country has. I
know it from my own life. I wa the first in my family to go
to college. I worked my way through North Carolina State
University, and that single blessing ha made all the difference
forme.
Unfortunately a college education is getting harder and
harder to afford. According to one study, two million young
people will miss college over the next decade because they
can't afford it. That i an extraordinary loss-for tho e young
people, for their parents who worked hard to give them a better life, and for all Americans.

To make college affordable to anyone willing to work for
it I have a plan called College for Everyone.
Here is how it works: We II pay the fIrSt year of tuition at
a public university or community college for e ery tudent
who comes to college prepared to learn, take re ponsibility
and gets a part-time job.
That free year of college tuition will eliminate the sticker
shock that scares off 0 many tudents. And it will implify a
financial aid process now 0 complex that getting a student
loan can be tougher than getting a mall bu iness loan. Once
students are in college, it i much easier for them to work with
school officials to fmd additional sources of frnancial aid.
In return. tudent will do their part by getting a part-tune
job or doing some community service. They'll ha e to wor
hard in chool. pas their course , and stay out of trouble. I
~orked throughout college in a road ere • in a mill, and
unloading trucks for a while. And let me tell you, after spending i summer night unloading trucks in the orth Carolina
heat, I got up the next morning and tudied.
I al 0 want to tap the patrioti m of America' young people
by offering four-year cholarship to future teachers who commit to working in communitie where they're needed mo t and
to tudent who commit to improving our homeland security
in field!rwhere we're not hort on needed people.
To help pay for these measure , I will end wasteful exce sive profit that banks earn on tudent loan. e pend $6 billion ub idizing bank to lend to tudent. That' wrong.
In tead of giving billion of dollars to banks, e ought to cut
out the middleman and give the money to tudent in tead.

Thi admmistration's failur to upport hIgher edu arion i
part of a bigger tory. Our nation as founded' the lie
that anyone can build a better future wo In bard. Bu t
our leaders seem to think that if yo ju t help th people at th
top, mehow the hole count:r) ill d better.
Thanks to thi administration' tax policie midd -cIa
families are bearing a larger hare 0 th tax burden. T elve
million children don't have health care. Poor children ar
ashington lobbyi pa) fo pol ttrapped in failing chool.
ical campaign . Our environmental pol" .e pu poUu e
. America d erve better.
de rYe I de
h

Senator John Ed 'ards (D-

The State of t e M
By Emerson H. Dyer
staff writer

Ladies and Gentlemen, it eems
that we are in a very strange place in
music at the current moment in time.
Well, one could argue that the United
States of America and the re t of the
world are in a strange place as well, but
let' leave the in and out of that to
Bush and friends. One could al 0 argue
that every moment is a strange
moment if you think about it. But thi
particular moment a you are reading
this article, is e pedaIly trange.
The con piracy theorists should be
screaming at orne of the thing that
are going on. l\ laybe they are and we
cannot hear them becau e we have
been wearing the indu try' required
ear muffs for all these years and the
"hear no evil" effect has taken a firm
hold of the majority of our population.
Just try not to have a breakdown while
reading the e ne>..1: fe, 'paragraph .
The RIM i u ing piracy a an
e "Cu. e to hack into per onal CI mputer
in the same manner that th government is u ing terrorism as a hield to
hack into per onal lives. The stingy

bastards ju t do not get the fact that
file- haring will not top until pri
corne wa)~ wa ' do \'T\. Te hnology, and
karma. finally caught up with the kind
folks that seem to think that a
20
album i' ome kind of a bargain.
Flip through rock and roll magazine and you \ rill ee what app ar to
b the arne band on every page. Each
equipped "ith their own hr ed of long,
haggy, dirt hair and old, or ne ~ "vintage" t-shirt or other various ,t ,Ie of
the current "look.." You vould have to
be a fanatical fan or hav a photographic memor' to differentiate
between some of these band. if you
aw them in public. And "rith the
exception of a few ( troke , .., ripe ,
Libertine tc ... ), the.' all ound mewhat similar. It could be the government's cherne of dumbing u down 0
\\'e ,\ill not ee all the idiotic thing
that they ar doing. Or it could be th
mu ic indu try insulting our intelliorne ort
gence, but it i probably ju
of fad that "ill pa .
For tho e that wat h televi ion, the
n we t form of eardrum pollution i
Arnel can Idol, a televi ion how that
barrowed i idea from a pa time that

bar-go r have been parta .ng in for
'eat - karaoke. Th ..rjnner, and runner up. are automati lly igned to tin
pan aIle r deal and put on the co rer of
Rolling tone and other indu try publication .
Apple thought it had a surefire olution to the pira T problem ,hen it
ann unced i iTun program throu h
'hich u r could 1 aU
purcha
ong for 99 cen . Thi
'orked 'ell
until u er rear zed that 99 cen
more than 0 c n and the m ong
are available on Kazaa and it i contemporarie . And a Ion
'ou do n t
k ep more than ven or eight hundred
ong on rour computer, the fed will
ta r off of your ca .
Th aforementi ned organization
make up what I \ ill r er to a the "a .
of idio .n The RIAA i the top' diot for
ob riou rea on and for trying to
polic the indu tr'. American Id I
make the axi b
u mu i hould
not b manufactured. Th "th" band
that
uc
are al 0
a
tar t
becau ... the
u
and th ' hould
not have a pIa in t1 main earn.
And, of cour e, an axi would not b an
axi \ rjthout 0 aama Bin Laden.
T

You.
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Coastal finishes 9th against SODle of nation's best
The
C 0 a s tal
Carolina Lady
Chants left runners from Texas
A&M, who was ranked 28th in
national preseason polls, in the dust
as they cruised to a 9th place finish
in the Nike Race of Champions at
the Great American em Country
Fe tival in Cary, NC on Sept. 26.
Defending Big outh Runner of the
Year junior Anne Marie ~10ut 'inga
finished 19th overall despite competing against 14 other teams that
included several nationally ranked
programs and a field of elite runners
like North Carolina's
Shalane
Flanagan, last year's individual
national champion.
Fre hman Daneja Grandovec finished 47th to crack the top 50 while
junior IGm Nemergut and freshmen
Eileen Wicker, Claudia Witte and
• Lital Azulay all made the top 100 in
individual finishes.
"I think we know we can do better," said Nemergut. "I don't think
we had a really great race, but it's
good to know that we can finish 9th
place when we're not at our best."
Big South conference action
By David Wetzel
staff writer

hould be more competitive this year
as Coastal lost three seniors entering
the 2003 season leaving its continuance of preceding dominance less predictable.
"We have the ability to win the
Big South, but UNC Asheville has
greatly improved," said Coach Alan
Connie. ''I'm expecting a good battle
out of them at the Big South
Championships."
Indeed, UNe Asheville should
prove to be an obstacle at the Big
South Championships as returning
Big South All-Conference runners
senior Micki Logue and junior
Loring Watkins lead a talented squad
to challenge the Lady Chants. 'fhe
conference tournament begins on
Nov. 1 as Coastal is hosting the
event this year at Robbers' Roost GC
in Myrtle Beach.
While past seasons have resulted
in variances of individual results, this
year the Coastal runners are closer in
time finishes.
"If any of us are not feeling up to
par, the girls right behind us will be,"
said junior Jessica Watson. "We're all
so very close in times so if one of us
is having a bad race someone else

will pick it up."
Despite a ro ter that include 8
freshmen of 17 runners, finishing
above southwest power Texas A&M
has Coach Connie eyeing a third
straight Big South conference title
and pOSSibly a national ranking this
year.
"We have the potential to be the
strongest or one of the stronge t
team we've had here in the 18 year
I've been here," aid Coach Connie.
"There's a lot of freshmen on the
team so we need them to make the
transition [from high school]."
The Lady Chants will rely on
youth and continued excellence from
Moutsinga to win th Big outh and
return to national ranking status.
My goal is to defend my title
and ours in the conference," said
Moutsinga. "We have to work a little bit harder, but I think we can
qualify for national ranking this
year."
Coastal Carolina took a 5th place
overall finish at the Auburn invitational on Oct.r lOin Auburn, Ala.
U
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al 2003 schedule to include Citadel, Funnan, USC, al1d W·nthrop
Practice every Tue day and Thursday at 6pm.
Male and Female players we come, profe sional coachillg

See http://ccurugbv.com or see Dr. Grahalll in Wall lOl-E
e-1l1ail rugby@coastal.edu
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Lady Chants struggle~ look to rebound
The Lady Chants soccer
team ran into stiff competistaff writer
tion the past two weeks,
.
dropping their record to 7-7
overaH. On Sept. 26, the ladies evened their Big South
mark to 1-1 thanks to a victory over league opponent
UNC Asheville. The ladies suffered defeat, however, at
the hands of Clemson on Sept. 28. From there, the
team ran into more trouble against Western Carolina
and Big South opponent Winthrop, and is now looking
to break out of their longest losing streak of the season.
Going into the UNC Asheville game on Sept. 26,
the Lady Chants were looking to get into the win column in Big South League play. Even though Coastal
was outshot in the game 15-12, the Lady Chants still
came out with a victory, and did so largely due to the
play of freshman Simone Borudnski. Borucinski
poured in two goals, both coming off comer kicks.
Sophomore Bobbie Parsons registered her team-leading
seventh goal of the season on an assist from sophomore
Kristina Fisher, and four saves from senior goalkeeper
By Cauncey Smith

Candice Doten propelled
Coastal to a 3-1 win over
UNC Asheville.
Coastal's game at Clemson did not go as well. The
Lady Tigers outshot the Lady Chants 27-3 en route to
a 2-0 victory. Goalkeeper Jaclyn Stoll did manage to
shut down Clemson for the final 65 minute of the
match, but only after Coastal was down 2-0. The squad
was unable to get a goal past Clemson goalkeeper
Lauren Whitt, and dropped the contest.
On a positive note for the week ending Sept. 28,
Coastal freshman Simone Borudnski received Big
South Player of the Week honors. Borudnski, from
Canberra, Australia, is the first Lady Chant to be honored by the Big South so far thi season. She is fourth
on 'the team in points with a total of even, and won
the award thanks to her trong play in the victory over
UNC Asheville.
~oastal's ne>..1: game pitted them again t Western
Carolina on Oct. 4. The Lady Chants managed to hang
"ith the Catamounts until the 67th minute, hen
Western Carolina scored off a comer kick, and managed
to hold on for a 1-0 victory. Coastal actuall outshot
the opposition 20-19, but could not manage to get a

Wtnning streak snapped by Liberty
By David Wetzel

Liberty (10-9,
4-0 BSC) walked
into Kimbel Arena
on Oct. 4 and made themselves at home.
Liberty took the 1st, 3rd and 4th games 3019, 30-26 and 30-16, respectively, to end the
Lady Chants volleyball team's 7-match winning streak. The defeat stung as just 4 days
befor~ Kimbel Arena was pandemonium due
to Coastal Carolina' ( 11-7, 3-1 BSC) 5-game
thriller over Charleston Southern.
"You'd think it would be hard for them to
get off a bus and play us, being on the road,"
said Coach Kristen Bauer. "We are a little
more comfortable at home, but we had too
many mistakes in a row and it really wasn't
our day."
Coastal had 25 hitting errors and 13 service errors in the loss. Going into half-time,
Coastal and Liberty were tied at a game a
piece, but Coastal unraveled in the second
half.
"Maybe we took them too lightly becau e
of the way we have been doing in the Big
South," said sophomore Jennifer Hampton,
who passed Nevada Blonstein in the match to
become third on Coastal' all-time leaders in
set assists. "We weren't ready for them altogether."
This defeat halted the momentum that
was at a season-high after beating Charleston
Southern in 5 games, despite trailing two
games to none at the half and beating
Radford in three games on Oct. 3.
"Unfortunately, I don't think we were
staff writer

ready for Saturday'S game," said senior Carly
Draudt. "We kind of sat back and thought it
would be an easy Toad like the other games
we've had. We need to be ready for every
team."
Despite dropping to third place in the Big
South Conference, the close '''lin
over
Charleston Southern served as a positive stepping stone for the maturing Lady Chant.
"In the locker room we all looked at each
other and it was the be t [half-time] talk
we've had," aid ophomore Katherine Jensen,
who entered the match as Big South Player of
the Week. "Usually when we are 10 ing we
don't sayan rthing and we ju t look at the
wall. Our senior stepped up and told u what
we had to do and we found a way to do it."
While the team merged c10ser together,
individual performance "ere at ea on-high
in the win. Hampton had 57 set a ists, freshman Kristin Rinne had 31 dig, ophomore
Kri ta Kimble had 7 blocks and Jen en tied a
season-high with 22 kills. As a team, Coa tal
had a sea on-high 117 dig . Jensen and Rinne
are I st and 2nd in the Big South in dig per
game with 3.77 and 3.52 respectively.
Coastal still has a tough road ahead. Seven
of it last 12 matche are on the road. The
team stilI has to play second-placed Winthrop
twice, and travels to Liberty on ov. 8.
"It was disappointing, but hopefully we'll
have two more times to play them, at horne
and maybe in the conference tournament,"
said Draudt. "There's a lot more time for
revenge."

T

hot pa t Catamount oalkeeper Tina
a~ I
The Lady Chan 'most recent conte t too h m t;
Rock Hill, C to fa
off again t Big South oppon
'th a 4Winthrop. Winthrop came into the conte t
8-1 mark on the sea on, but gave Coa tal a tough match
14-6
despite being ou hot by th Lad.. Chan
Unfortunately, two of tho e ix ho mad i int th
net after being fired b r Coni Fennell. Coa tal mana ed
to register a goal from fr hman Laura ei r in th
7Ist minute, but the quad wa hut..d '1\ from tha
point on, and 10 t the match 2-1.
The Lady Chan got just rhat the r need d on
11, a Big South Conferen e "in ov r Binninghamouthern at hom. CC won th
match 3-1 nd
increa ed their record to -7 overalL Leah Barr: tt
scored one goal, while her teammate Par n
Ii d
'0
goals. Par on' two goal bro the CU sin I
goal record of even goal for on pIa r.
The team hope to continue thi at home wiIming
when they ho t the College of Charle ton, Radford nd
High Point on Oct. 21,24 and 26 respectiv 1 r Th
game against Radford and Hi h Point aT Bi
utl
Conferenc matche.
T

Food, friends and
By Randy Engstrom
staff writer

go to Santino' Pizza.
Santino' i located on 544, right do\\'1\ th road", m tll
dium. It i within walking di tanc and i ha
A
antino's there i plenty of free parking, free
vay given out by local radio tation Mix 97.7,
Sound 107.1, and ven Hooter' .
The e tailgate partie happen at 4 p.m. on th
hom night game. It will b gin at 9·30 a.m. for th
game.
Tailgating i an important part of t1 f
a
Tailgating help "get the pirit flo ring", a r Jill onni fr m
97.7. She is right too; tailgating bring fellow fan tog ther in
order to gain a togeth rnes among fan, from youn to old, n
order for game watcher to cheer their team to rj oI)~ Thi i th
inaugural eason, 0 support eoa tal in an' ra po, ibl .
The Hooter' girl agre .
"Come out to antino' and h Ip to ma e hi to
the Chan ," they invit .
Thi can be done while watchin the Hoo r' girl d th h
hoop and give awa T prize to all tho
'ho parti ipat. Ano h r
perk about tailgating ov r at antino' i th tand that
gating upplie with all the Coa tal logo on their good
hirts and more. You can ch ck. out moth
have l}a
at AdMagnets. om for eoa tal gear or oth r 011
country.
As for the free food, i antino', of cou e. Along with tl t
John onville Brats carefully coo d aero a chargrill d fili
"The e bra alway re eive complim n ", aid Dic Frelu ,
the man who coo them ev ry tailgating party.
While enjoying all the e fe tiviti you an enjo r a great n ix 0
music too.
0 for the ne>..1: home gam , why not t p ov r a
Santin'? Get there, drink om brew, eat orne fre food, "at
a litle hula action, then head over to the gam to ro
Coastal Chanticleers and have a grand old tim ·

turday,
4. Coastal Carolina ~yed its first ,~U'Jlln a differen of 35 points.
>*,,'.IK:UYOU get down 3&-3, you find out Who your wanto
Big South Conference game ever, only tQhe weTdmied
to ptay to the end," said Bennett.
by the defending conference champion.
Coastal battled back late in the 4th quarter ·th two quick scores from Aundres
Head Coach David Bennett is still a little baffled when he looks at the final statistics from Coastal Carolina's embarrassing loss to Gardner-Webb University. Five Petkins and lYIer Perkins, to make the final score 38-17.
-1)tey are a very good football team, btl
showed some h
tOnight,..
fumbles. two lost fumbles, and one blocked punt
re just a run of unbelievable
Bemett said proudly of his losing effOlt "We just have to rebound and get ready
ad luck as far as Bennett is concerned
"We had some mistakes that GWU capitalized on," Bennett said about hts for next week. "
And rebound they did as Demetrius Morant ored three rushing touchdown
team's 38-17 loss.
to ti the Big South record as Coastal Carolina defeated Charleston in mi t on
GWU truck first with a 10Saturday, Oct. 11.
yard pass from Nick Roberts to
A. Perkins add d two
William Andrews, Jr capitalizmore rushing touchdowns
ing on a Coa tal fumble. 'TI*n
and 72 ru bing yard
Josh Hoke, CCU's kicker, put
Patrick Hall, who rushed for
Coastal on the board with a 29a game-high 97 yards and
yard field goal, but GWU
Hampton both added one
would go on to score 10 more
touch down. Coastal scored
points before the end of the
a season high 7 touchdowns
half.
in the 47-0 win.
"We shot ourselves in the
"Our running game i
t in the fir t half; that'
going real good, but we till
vhat happens when
you
got to do a lot of the thing
turnover the ball," said quarterthat champion te m do, .,
back Ren McKinnon who went
Morant aid abut hi t am'
10-19 for 63 yard and no
348 total rushing day.
interception for the Chant .
In the eeond half, GWU
quart rb. k Nick Robert
cored on a three-vard touchdm'Jl run with 8:50 to play in
the third quarter.
GWU
defender Jake Neal blocked a
Coa tal punt in the end zone
for a 31-3 GWU lead. Robert
scored one more time before
h game 'vas over making the
slQjf writer

By David Wetzel

Men's golf coach Allen
Terrell is hoping that the
ends justify the means.
The Chants traveled to Pepperdine on Oct. 7 -8 and
finished in 11 th place in the 12-team Club Glove
Intercollegiate in Malibu, Calif.
In the team' defense, the trength of the field in the
tournament was one of the strongest in the nation for
t,IIS time of year as five of the teams were ranked in the
top 25 in the Golfweek/Sagarin NCAA Division I poll.
The Chants finished just 13 shots behind ninth-ranked
Arkan as, three hot ' behind 13th ranked New Mexico
and two hot behind 17th ranked Texa A&M.
Coach Terrell is not overly concerned with the
team's finishe this fall.
"In the past we played on ea ier golf courses against
easier fields during the fall," said Terrell. "This season
we have implemented a lot of harder golf cour cs into
our schedule."
Terrell added that "We had ome guy [in the tournament] that have never played in [college] tournastaff writer

fifth ranked junior golfer in th country last 'ea on and
ments before."
Alvero Velasco led the team in MaJibu with a three is a former French Amateur champion.
Terrell is confident about hi team' ability and hi
round total of five-over-par 221, which earned the senior a tie for 13th place. Fre hman Du tin John on fol- new trategy "We might get beat up a little but it i
going to payoff, this is the mo t talented quad 1 hay
lowed with a 227, and senior Pat Stolpe totaled 231.
The players seem to have lent their approval to had since I have been here," said Terrell. ""Ve're lookTerrell's new tactics.
ing to peak more toward the end of the eason rath r
"We always playa tough schedule in the 'pting," than in November. This time la t sea on we had the
said j nior Tyler McGhie. "So it is good for u to rec- eighth lowest coring average in the nation, but that
didn't mean a whole lot at the end of the year."
ognize that we have to practice at a different level."
The team will travel to Durham, N.C. Oct. 19-20
"Coach is trying to get us to where we get used to
the pressure earlier in the season. Even though we have for the Duke Clas ic.
not finished well, at lea t we knm\' what our weakne es are now 0 we can work on them."
The Chant are vi ibly hurting from two une.·UPCOMING
SCHEDULE
peeted preseason blows.
Matthew Mills, of
London, a would-be sophomore this 'ear transferred to Texas.
Freshman Moises Cobo is being h ld back b '
the NCAA while they tran late orne of hi c1ases from his high chool in Spain. Cobo wa th

